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ABSTRACT

Two-dimensional numerical simulations with Eulerian–Lagrangian method are conducted to study propagation and extinction of
stoichiometric hydrogen/air detonations in fine water sprays. Parameterized by water mass loading and droplet size, a detonation extinction
map is predicted. Detonation extinction occurs with larger mass loading and/or smaller droplet size. General features of water droplets and
local detonation frontal structures are well captured. Numerical soot foils are used to characterize the influence of mass loading and droplet
size on the detonation wave. The results also show that the detonation cell size increases with increased mass loading or decreased droplet
size. Analysis on unsteady detonation extinction process is performed with the evolutions of detonation frontal structure, spatial distribution
of thermochemical variables, and interphase transfer rates (mass, energy, and momentum). Moreover, the chemical explosive mode analysis
reveals that for stable detonation, thermal runaway dominates behind the Mach stem, while chemical propensities of autoignition and
thermal runaway appear alternately behind the incident wave. When the induction zone length increases as the reaction front (RF) and
shock front (SF) are decoupled, localized burned pockets surrounded by the autoignition chemical explosive mixture can be observed. In
addition, the interactions between detonation wave and water droplets demonstrate that the energy and momentum transfer have more
direct interaction with SF and RF than the mass transfer. The interphase transfer rates increase with the water mass loading. Under the same
mass loading, the smaller the droplet size, the larger the interphase transfer rates. However, the size of fine water droplets has a limited
influence on the interphase momentum exchange. Moreover, high energy and mass transfer rates are observed at the onset of detonation
extinction, and they gradually decrease when the reaction and detonation fronts are decoupled.
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NOMENCLATURE

Ad Surface area of a single droplet (m2)
ae, be The right and left eigenvectors associated with the CEM
ai, bi Constant related to cp;d
Cd Drag coefficient
Cp Heat capacity at constant pressure (J/kg K)

Cp;m Heat capacity ofmth species at constant pressure (J/kgK)
Cv Heat capacity at constant volume (J/kg K)
cg Vapor concentration in the surrounding gas (kmol/m3)

cp,d Droplet heat capacity at constant pressure (J/kg K)
cs Vapor mass concentration (kmol/m3)
D Deformation gradient tensor
Df Vapor mass diffusivity in the gas phase (m2/s)
Dm Mass diffusivity (m2/s)

dd Droplet material diameter (m)
d0d Initial water droplet diameter (m)
E Total non-chemical energy (J/kg)
e Specific sensible internal energy (J/kg)

Fd Drag force on the droplet (N)
hc Convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
hg Enthalpy of water vapor (J/kg)

h Tdð Þ Heat of vaporization at the droplet temperature (J/kg)
I Unit tensor

Jx Jacobian matrix of the chemical source
j Diffusive heat flux (W/m2)
k Thermal conductivity coefficient (W/mK)
kc Mass transfer coefficient (m/s)

Lind Induction zone length (m)
Lem Lewis number of mth species
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M Total species number
md Mass of a single droplet (kg)
_md Evaporation rate (kg/s)
_mf Vapor mass flux (kg/m2 s)
Nd Droplet number in one cell
Nu Nusselt number
np Droplet number per parcel
p Pressure (Pa)
Pr Prandtl number

pSat Saturation pressure of droplet (Pa)
_Qc Convective heat transfer rate (J/s)
_Qlat Latent heat transfer rate (J/s)
R Specific gas constant (J/kg K)
Ru Universal gas constant (J/mol K)
Red Droplet Reynolds number
Sc Schmidt number
Sh Sherwood number
sm Species mass flux (kg/m2 s)

Smass Mass transfer rate (kg/m3 s)
Smom Momentum transfer rate (N/m3)
Senergy Energy transfer rate (J/m3 s)

Sspecies;m Species transfer rate (kg/m3 s)
T Gas temperature (K)
T Viscous stress tensor (kg/m s2)
Tc Critical temperature (K)
Td Droplet temperature (K)
Tf Droplet surface temperature (K)
t Time (s)
u Velocity vector (m/s)
ud Droplet velocity vector (m/s)
Vc CFD cell volume (m3)

V1, V2 Constant related to vapor mass diffusivity
Wd Molar weight of the vapor (kg/mol)
Wm Molar weight of mth species (kg/mol)
xi Fuel vapor mole fraction in the surrounding gas

xTR Transition loci for thermal runaway and radical explo-
sion (m)

Ym Mass fraction of mth species
y Vector of temperature or species mass fractions (K)
z Mass loading

Greek letters

a Thermal diffusivity coefficient (m2/s)
Dhof ;m Formation enthalpy of mth species (J/mol)

ke Eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix associated with the
eigenvalues of Jx (1/s)

l Dynamic viscosity (kg/m s)
q Gas density (kg/m3)
qd Droplet material density (kg/m3)
s Timescale (s)

schem Chemical timescale (s)
x yð Þ Chemical source term (K/s or 1/s)
_xm Production or consumption rate of mth species

(kg/m3 s)
_xT Heat release from chemical reactions (J/m3 s)
. Water apparent density (kg/m3)

Superscripts

T Transpose
0 Initial value

Subscripts

c Critical, coefficient, convective, CFD cell
chem Chemical reaction

d Droplet, drag, water vapor
e Eigenvalue

energy Energy
f Gas phase, droplet surface
g Surrounding gas, water vapor
i ith condensed species vapor

ind Induction
lat Latent
m Mass, mth species

mass Mass
mom Momentum

p Parcel
s Surface

sat Saturation
species Species

TR Transition
u Universal
v Volume
x Chemical source term

1, 2 Diffusion species

Acronym

AI Autoignition
CEM Chemical explosive mode

CEMA Chemical explosive mode analysis
DW Detonation wave
EI Explosion index

EOF Evaporation onset front
ETS End of two-phase section
HRL Half-reaction length (m)
HRR Heat release rate (J/m3 s)
IW Incident wave
JF1 Primary jet flow
JF2 Secondary jet flow
MS Mach stem
RF Reaction front

RMI Richtmyer–Meshkov instability
SF Shock front
SP Sonic plane

TP1 Primary triple point
TP2 Secondary triple point
TW Transverse wave
ZND Zel'dovich, Neumann, and D€oring

I. INTRODUCTION

There is increased interest in exploring effective approaches to
mitigate detonation of flammable gas, related to prevention from
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explosion hazards and industrial safety assessment.1,2 Water is an ideal
detonation mitigant due to numerous advantages.3,4 Specifically, it can
absorb considerable heat from gas phase due to large heat capacity and
latent heat of evaporation.5 Also, it is readily available with low cost
and lots of flexibilities. Meanwhile, use of water would not bring envi-
ronmental pollution. Moreover, as a solution, it is possible to include
proper additives, for example, alkali salts (KCl and NaCl),6 for better
explosion inhibition. There are various forms of water utilized for det-
onation or explosion mitigation,5,7,8 for example, solid jet, diffuse jet,
and water mists. The last one is most promising since sprayed water
droplets have large specific surface area and low terminal velocity,
which allow them to continuously circulate in the explosion area in a
manner of a total flooding gas. It therefore can effectively weaken the
blast, inhibit chemical reaction, and reduce gas temperature. Although
it has been widely used in various areas, for example, process and
energy industries, nuclear power plants, and even space applications,
however, the mechanisms behind detonation/explosion inhibition
with water mists are still not well understood.

There have been a series of studies about propagation of shock/
blast waves in water sprays. For instance, Jourdan et al.9 use water
aerosol shock tube experiments to study shock attenuation in a cloud
of water droplets. They characterize shock attenuation with shock tube
(i.e., cross-sectional area) and droplet properties (e.g., total water vol-
ume, droplet size, loading rate, and droplet specific surface area). With
the similar experimental conditions, Chauvin et al.10 find the peculiar
pressure evolution after the transmitted shock wave in two-phase mix-
ture and they also measure the overpressures under different water
spray conditions. Moreover, Adiga et al.11 unveil the physical picture
of fine water droplet breakup in detonation process and quantify the
droplet fragmentation with breakup energy. Eulerian–Lagrangian sim-
ulations by Ananth et al.12 are performed to examine the effects of
mono-dispersed fine water mist on a confined blast. It is found that
the latent heat absorption is dominant for blast mitigation, followed
by convective heat transfer and momentum exchange. Furthermore,
Schwer and Kailasanath13 simulate unconfined explosions in water
sprays, and find that the water mists can dampen the shock through
vaporization and momentum extraction. Different from the observa-
tions by Ananth et al.,12 they claim that the momentum extraction
plays a more important role in weakening the blast.

In the above-mentioned studies, the effects of water mists on
chemical reactions are not discussed, since they use air as the carrier
gas (e.g., Refs. 9 and 10) specify the chemically equilibrium gas from
an explosion (e.g., Ref. 12) or there is no direct interaction between
water droplets and post-shock reaction zone (e.g., Ref. 13). It is well
known that detonation is a complex of coupled shock and reaction
fronts, and therefore, additional complexities may arise in dro-
plet–detonation interactions. Thomas et al.14 experimentally study
detonations of hydrogen, ethane, and acetylene with water sprays in a
vertical tube. They attribute detonation failure to high heat loss due to
water droplets compared to the combustion heat release. They also
find that the water droplet size and loading densities are crucial to
quenching a detonation. It is observed by Niedzielska et al.15 that small
(215lm in their experiments) droplets with fast evaporation rate have
strong influence on detonation quenching. Moreover, from detonation
tube experiments, Jarsal�e et al.16 observe that the presence of water
spray drastically alters the detonation cell size, but the ratio of the
hydrodynamic thickness to the cell size remains constant, regardless of

water droplet addition. The effects of water mists on deflagration-to-
detonation transition (DDT) are also demonstrated with reduced over-
pressure and delayed timing of detonation development.8

In addition to the foregoing experimental work,8,14–16 recent
computational efforts provide us more insights on detonation in water
sprays. For example, Song and Zhang simulate the methane detona-
tion and find that the inhibition effects of water sprays are mainly
reflected in reduction of flame temperature.7 Watanabe et al. observe
that the dispersed water droplets significantly alter the detonation flow
field, and water droplet evaporation mainly occurs around 10mm
behind the leading shock.17 Furthermore, the cellular patterns of dilute
water spray detonation are more regular than those of the droplet-free
detonations.18 The interactions between detonation wave and water
droplets change the hydrodynamic thickness. Exchange of mass,
momentum, and energy between two phases occurs within the hydro-
dynamic thickness, which lowers the detonation velocity and fluctua-
tions downstream of the leading shock front. Their results also show
that droplet breakup mainly occurs near the shock front,19 and the
average diameter of the disintegrated water droplets is independent of
the initial propagation velocity of the shock front. However, in these
numerical studies, detonation extinction due to water sprays is not
investigated.

The droplet size and mass loading considered in the above stud-
ies are summarized in Fig. 1. One can see that most of the droplet
diameters are above 20lm, corresponding to the mass loading of
0.03–13.3. It is well known that fine or ultra-fine water droplets with
diameter less than 20lm have outstanding performance in fire sup-
pression, due to fast evaporation rate and high specific surface area.3,4

Nevertheless, their effectiveness and the critical spray properties for
detonation extinction and how the sprayed droplets interact with the
detonation have not been reported yet. In this work, propagation and

FIG. 1. Studies of detonation and shock in water sprays. Droplet diameter spec-
trum (dashed-dotted lines) follows Grant et al.5 Average: droplet diameter range
most relevant for firefighting.
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extinction of incident hydrogen/air detonation in fine or ultra-fine
water droplets will be computationally studied. As marked in Fig. 1,
the droplet diameters considered in the present simulations range
from 2.5 to 15lm, while the mass loading is 0.031—0.93. The
Eulerian–Lagrangian approach with two-way gas–liquid coupling is
used to model the compressible, multispecies, and two-phase reacting
flows. The chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA)20,21 is applied to
extract the detailed information about the chemical reaction in gaseous
detonations. Emphasis is laid on the interactions between gas phase
and droplet phase, as well as the chemical structure evolutions when
the hydrogen/air detonation extinction process. The rest of this paper
is structured as below. The governing equation and numerical imple-
mentations will be presented in Sec. II, while the physical model will
be detailed in Sec. III. The results will be presented in Sec. IV, followed
by the discussion in Sec. V. The main findings are summarized in
Sec. VI.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHOD
A. Gas phase

The governing equations of mass, momentum, energy, and spe-
cies mass fraction are solved with the ideal gas equation of state. They,
respectively, read

@q
@t

þr � qu½ � ¼ Smass; (1)

@ quð Þ
@t

þr � u quð Þ½ � þ rpþr � T ¼ Smom; (2)

@ qEð Þ
@t

þr � u qE þ pð Þ½ � þ r � T � u½ � þ r � j ¼ _xT þ Senergy; (3)

@ qYmð Þ
@t

þr� u qYmð Þ½ �þr� sm¼ _xmþSspecies;m m¼1;…;M�1ð Þ;
(4)

p ¼ qRT: (5)

In above equations, t is time and r � �ð Þ is the divergence operator. q
is the gas density, u is the velocity vector, T is the gas temperature, and
p is the pressure, which is updated from the equation of state, that is,
Eq. (5). Ym is the mass fraction of mth species, andM is the total spe-
cies number. Only (M–1) equations are solved in Eq. (4) and the mass
fraction of the inert species (e.g., nitrogen) is recovered fromPM

m¼1 Ym ¼ 1. E � eþ uj j2=2 is the total non-chemical energy, and
e is the sensible internal energy. R in Eq. (5) is the specific gas constant
and is calculated from R ¼ Ru

PM
m¼1 YmW�1

m .Wm is the molar weight
of mth species and Ru ¼ 8:314 J/(mol � K) is the universal gas con-
stant. The source terms in Eqs. (1)–(4), that is, Smass, Smom, Senergy , and
Sspecies;m, denote the exchanges of mass, momentum, energy, and spe-
cies between gas and liquid phases. Their corresponding expressions
are given in Eqs. (26)–(29), respectively.

The viscous stress tensor T in Eq. (2) is modeled by

T ¼ �2ldev Dð Þ: (6)

Here, l is the dynamic viscosity and follows the Sutherland's law.22

Moreover, dev Dð Þ ¼ D� tr Dð ÞI=3 is the deviatoric component of

the deformation gradient tensor D � ruþ ruð ÞT
h i

=2. I denotes

the unit tensor.

In addition, j in Eq. (3) is the diffusive heat flux and can be mod-
eled with Fourier's law, that is,

j ¼ �krT: (7)

Thermal conductivity k is calculated using the Eucken approxima-
tion,23 that is, k ¼ lCv 1:32þ 1:37R=Cvð Þ, where Cv is the heat
capacity at constant volume and derived from Cv ¼ Cp � R. Here,
Cp ¼

PM
m¼1 YmCp;m is the heat capacity at constant pressure, and

Cp;m is estimated from JANAF polynomials.24

In Eq. (4), sm ¼ �Dmr qYmð Þ is the species mass flux. Dm

¼ a=Lem is the mass diffusivity. The unity Lewis number assumption
(Lem ¼ 1) is used, which is reasonable because detonation is domi-
nated by shock-compression ignition. Therefore, Dm can be calculated
through Dm ¼ k=qCp. Moreover, _xm is the production or consump-
tion rate ofmth species by all N reactions

_xm ¼ Wm

XN
j¼1

xo
m; j: (8)

xo
m; j is the reaction rate of each elementary reaction. Also, the term
_xT in Eq. (3) represents the heat release from chemical reactions and
is estimated as _xT ¼ �PM

m¼1 _xmDhof ;m. Dhof ;m is the formation
enthalpy ofmth species.

In this study, the effects of water droplet volume fraction are not
included in Eqs. (1)–(5), since dilute water sprays are considered.
However, droplet preferential accumulation may occur, for example,
behind the shock wave, leading to localized high droplet volume
fractions.17–19 Comparative analysis with and without droplet volume
fraction in the formulations is thereby performed in Sec. A of the
supplementary material, and it is found that Eqs. (1)–(5) can well
capture detonation extinction dynamics in the studied problems.

B. Liquid phase

The Lagrangian method is used to model the dispersed liquid
phase, which is composed of a large number of spherical droplets.25

Collision between the droplets is neglected because we only study the
dilute water sprays with the initial droplet volume fraction being gen-
erally less than 0.1%.26 Also, droplet breakup is not considered in this
work. Therefore, the equations of mass, momentum, and energy for a
single droplet are

dmd

dt
¼ � _md; (9)

dud
dt

¼ Fd
md

; (10)

cp;d
dTd

dt
¼

_Qc þ _Qlat

md
; (11)

wheremd ¼ pqdd
3
d=6 is the mass of a single droplet, and qd and dd are

the droplet material density and diameter, respectively. ud is the drop-
let velocity vector, and Fd is the force exerted on the droplet. cp,d is the
droplet heat capacity at constant pressure, and Td is the droplet tem-
perature. In this work, both qd and cp;d are dependent on the droplet
temperature Td;

27 that is,

qd Tdð Þ ¼ a1

a1þ 1�Td=a3ð Þa4
2

; (12)
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cp;d Tdð Þ ¼ b21
s
þ b2 � s 2:0b1b3 þ s b1b4 þ s

1
3
b23

���

þs
1
2
b3b4 þ 1

5
sb24

� ����
; (13)

where ai and bi are constants and can be found from Ref. 27. In Eq.
(13), s ¼ 1:0�min Td;Tcð Þ=Tc, where Tc is the critical temperature.

The evaporation rate, _md , in Eq. (9) is modeled through

_md ¼ _mfAd; (14)

where Ad is the surface area of a single droplet. The vapor mass flux
from the droplet into the gas phase, _mf , is calculated as

28,29

_mf ¼ kcWd cs � cgð Þ: (15)

Its accuracy has been confirmed through validations against the exper-
imental data of single droplet evaporation.30 Wd is the molecular
weight of the vapor. cs is the vapor mass concentration at the droplet
surface, that is,

cS ¼ psat
RuTf

; (16)

where pSat is the saturation pressure and is obtained under the
assumption that the vapor pressure at the droplet surface is equal to
that of the gas phase. The droplet surface temperature is calculated
from Tf ¼ ðT þ 2TdÞ=3:29 In Eq. (15), the vapor concentration in the
surrounding gas, cg , is obtained from

cg ¼ pxi
RuTf

; (17)

where xi is the vapor mole fraction in the surrounding gas. The mass
transfer coefficient, kc, in Eq. (15) is calculated from the Sherwood
number Sh;31 that is,

Shab ¼ kcdd
Df

¼ 2:0þ 0:6Re1=2d Sc1=3; (18)

where Sc is the Schmidt number of gas phase. The droplet Reynolds
number in Eq. (18), Red , is defined based on the interphase velocity
difference

Red �
qdd ud � uj j

l
: (19)

Moreover, Df in Eq. (18) is the vapor mass diffusivity in the gas
phase32

Df ¼ 10�3 T
1:75
s

ps

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
Wd

þ 1
Wm

r 	
V1=3
1 þ V1=3

2


 �2

; (20)

where V1 and V2 are constants.
33

Since the ratio of gas density to the water droplet material density
is well below one, the Basset force, history force, and gravity force are
not considered.26 Only the Stokes drag Fd is considered in Eq. (10)
and modeled as (assuming that the droplet is spherical)34

Fd ¼ 18l
qdd

2
d

CdRed
24

md u� udð Þ: (21)

The drag coefficient in Eq. (21), Cd , is estimated as34

Cd ¼
0:424 if Red � 1000;
24
Red

1þ 1
6
Re2=3d

� �
if Red < 1000:

8<
: (22)

It has been shown by Cheatham and Kailasanath35 that Eq. (22) can
correctly predict the velocity distributions of a flow field with shock
waves, and has the comparable accuracies to other models for drag
coefficients.36–38 It is also shown that the predictions are not sensitive
to these sub-models. Pressure gradient force is neglected, since it is
generally two orders of magnitude smaller than the drag force, based
on a posterior analysis of our simulation results (see Sec. B in the
supplementary material).

The convective heat transfer rate _Qc in Eq. (11) is calculated
from

_Qc ¼ hcAd T � Tdð Þ: (23)

Here, hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient and computed using
the correlation by Ranz andMarshall,31 that is,

Nu ¼ hc
dd
k
¼ 2:0þ 0:6Re1=2d Pr1=3; (24)

where Nu and Pr are the Nusselt and Prandtl numbers of gas phase,
respectively. In addition, the heat transfer associated with droplet
evaporation, _Qlat in Eq. (11), is

_Qlat ¼ � _mdh Tdð Þ; (25)

where h Tdð Þ is the heat of vaporization at the droplet temperature Td .
Two-way coupling between the gas and liquid phases is enforced

in this work. The corresponding terms, Smass, Smom, Senergy , and
Sspecies;m in Eqs. (1)–(4), are calculated based on the contributions from
each droplet in the CFD cells, which read

Smass ¼ 1
Vc

XNd

1
_md; (26)

Smom ¼ � 1
Vc

XNd

1
� _mdud þ Fdð Þ; (27)

Senergy ¼ � 1
Vc

XNd

1
� _mdhg þ _Qc


 �
; (28)

Sspecies;m ¼ Smass for H2O species;

0 for other species:

(
(29)

In the following, Smass, Smom; and Senergy are termed as mass, momen-
tum, and energy transfer rates, respectively. Here, Vc is the CFD cell
volume and Nd is the droplet number in one cell. � _mdud is the
momentum transfer due to droplet evaporation, whereas � _mdhg is
the energy transfer by water vapor addition (hg is enthalpy of water
vapor at droplet temperature).

C. Computational method

The gas and liquid phase governing equations are solved by a
compressible two-phase reacting flow solver, RYrhoCentralFoam,39

which is customized from the fully compressible non-reacting flow
solver rhoCentralFoam in OpenFOAM 6.0.40 rhoCentralFoam is
extensively validated using the Sod's problem, forward step, supersonic
jet, and shock–vortex interaction.41,42 Moreover, RYrhoCentralFoam
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has been extensively validated and verified for detonation problems in
gaseous and gas–droplet two-phase flows, and good agreements are
achieved about detonation frontal structure, cell size, propagation
speed, and gas–liquid two-phase coupling.39 It has been successfully
applied for various detonation problems.43–47

Second-order implicit backward method is employed for tempo-
ral discretization, and the time step is about 1� 10−11s (maximum
Courant number < 0.1). The KNP (i.e., Kurganov et al.48) scheme with
van Leer limiter is used for MUSCL-type reconstructions of the con-
vective fluxes in momentum equation. Total Variation Diminishing
(TVD) scheme is used for the convective terms in energy and species
mass fraction equations. Also, second-order central differencing
scheme is applied for the diffusion terms in Eqs. (2)–(4). The hydrogen
mechanism with 9 species and 19 reactions49 is used, which is vali-
dated against the measured ignition delay and detonation cell size.39

For the liquid phase, the droplets are tracked based on their bary-
centric coordinates. The equations, that is, Eqs. (9)–(11), are solved by
first-order implicit Euler method. Meanwhile, the gas properties at the
droplet location [e.g., the gas velocity in Eq. (19) and temperature in
Eq. (22)] are calculated based on linear interpolation. More detailed
information about the numerical methods for gas and liquid phases
can be found in Ref. 39.

III. PHYSICAL MODEL

The computational domain is shown in Fig. 2. The length (x-
direction) and width (y-direction) are 0.3 and 0.025m, respectively. It
includes driver, development, and two-phase sections, as marked in
Fig. 2. They are initially filled with stoichiometric H2/air premixture,
with temperature and pressure being T0 ¼ 300K and p0 ¼ 50 kPa,
respectively. Uniform Cartesian cells are used to discretize the domain,
and the mesh cell size transitions from 160lm in the driver section,
80lm in the development section, to 20lm in the two-phase section.
The total cell numbers in the three sections are 102 400, 409 600, and
6 250 000, respectively. The half-reaction length (HRL) estimated from
the purely gaseous Zel'dovich, Neumann, and D€oring (ZND) structure
of H2/air detonation is 309lm. Therefore, the resolution in the two-
phase section, where our analysis is focused, is approximately 15 cells
per HRL. In the two-phase section, the induction zone is thickened
due to heat absorption and momentum extraction by droplets.
Therefore, in spray detonation, the number of cells in induction zone
may be larger than 15. The total length of the driver and development
sections is about 647 HRL and hence sufficient to minimize the deto-
nation initiation effects before the detonation wave (DW) is transmit-
ted into the two-phase section.50 Mesh sensitivity analysis is provided

in Sec. C of the supplementary material, and the results confirm the
sufficiency of the above resolution for the gas phase.

The DW is initiated by three vertically placed hot spots (2000K
and 50 atm) at the left end (see Fig. 2), and the interactions between
the shock waves can quickly lead to the detonation frontal instability.
The pure gas result when the DW lies at x¼ 0.2 m (slightly before the
two-phase section) is used as the initial field for all the two-phase sim-
ulations. The upper and lower boundaries of the domain in Fig. 2 are
assumed to be periodic. For the left boundary (x¼ 0), the non-
reflective condition is enforced for the pressure, while the zero gradient
condition for other quantities.51 Since the gas before the detonation
wave is static, the boundary condition at x¼ 0.3 m is not relevant and
in our simulations zero gradient conditions are assumed.52

The monodispersed spherical water droplets are uniformly dis-
tributed in the two-phase section (i.e., x¼ 0.22–0.3 m). The initial
water droplet diameters d0d range from 2.5 to 15lm, which roughly
correspond to the dominant sizes of the water droplets from ultrasonic
mist generators.53 Although water droplet polydispersity is ubiquitous
in practical scenarios,14,16 however, monodispersed droplets are help-
ful for pinpointing the droplet size effects. The polydispersity effects
are not considered in this work and merit a separate study. The resul-
tant ratios of Eulerian mesh size to droplet diameter range from 1.3 to
8. As such, for larger droplets, for example, 15lm, the evaporation
rate may be under-predicted, based on the single droplet calculations
in Sec. E of the supplementary material. The mass loading z¼ 0.031—
0.93 will be studied in this work, corresponding to water apparent den-
sity . of 0.013—0.391 kg/m3. Note that z (or .) is estimated as the ratio
of the total water mass to the mass (or volume) of the gaseous mixture
within the droplet-containing region.26 The initial temperature, mate-
rial density, and isobaric heat capacity of the water droplets are 300K,
997 kg/m3, and 4187 J/kgK, respectively. In addition, the water drop-
lets are assumed to be initially stationary (i.e., ud ¼ 0), which is rea-
sonable due to typically small terminal velocities of fine water
droplets.9,10 Computational parcel is used in the simulations, and
water droplet number in each parcel is assumed to be np ¼ 10. This
resolution is sufficient for capturing droplet evolutions and interphase
coupling (see Sec. F of the supplementary material).

IV. RESULTS
A. Detonation extinction diagram

A series of H2/air detonations in water mists is simulated in this
work. They are parameterized by a range of initial droplet diameter d0d
and mass loading z (or apparent density .), which are summarized in
Fig. 3. The water vapor mass fraction in the mixture (YH2O) is also

FIG. 2. Schematic of the computational domain. Blue dots: water droplets.
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marked for each mass loading, assuming that the water sprays are fully
gasified. In general, propagation of hydrogen/air detonation is consid-
erably influenced by both water droplet size and mass loading. Figure 3
can be divided into two regimes. Specifically, the cases left to the
dashed line correspond to successful detonation propagation in the
two-phase section. For these cases, the lower the water mass loading,
the stronger the detonative combustion. This is featured by the lower
velocity deficits relative to the C–J speed from the droplet-free H2/air
mixture. Some of them are selected to be further simulated with
extended length (i.e., x¼ 0.22–0.4 m) of the two-phase section, and it
is shown that the DW can still propagate beyond x¼ 0.3 m.

Moreover, the rest cases with open symbols correspond to deto-
nation extinction, characterized by the ultimate decoupling of the reac-
tion and leading shock fronts after the DW's travel a finite distance in
the two-phase section. When the mass loading z is beyond 0.6 (corre-
spondingly . > 0.252 kg/m3), detonation extinction always occurs,
regardless of the droplet diameters (i.e., 2.5–15lm). However, when
z<0.6, the droplet diameter effects appear. Specifically, for a fixed
mass loading, the DWs are quenched with relatively small d0d , and the
critical diameter for detonation extinction decreases with smaller z.
The pure gas cases (d0d ¼ 0 in Fig. 3) are also run when the liquid water
is fully vaporized (with T0 ¼ 300K and p0 ¼ 50 kPa). One can see
that, except with z¼ 0.031, the detonations are quenched for all the
loadings, because water vapor has stronger kinetic weakening effect.
This indicates that the H2/air mixtures with the above diluent concen-
trations cannot support detonation propagation. This tendency is also
seen with ultra-fine droplets (e.g., 2.5lm), implying that the signifi-
cant kinetic contributions of the water vapor from their evaporation.
The reason for the effects of water droplets on detonation propagation
speed will be discussed in Sec. VC.

Nine representative two-phase cases will be discussed in detail in
the following, which are cases a–g in Table I. Specifically, cases a, b2,
and c–g are selected to study the water mass loading effects with a
fixed droplet diameter, that is, d0d ¼ 10lm. Furthermore, cases b1, b2,
and b3 with the same mass loading z¼ 0.31 are used to examine the
influence of initial droplet size on propagation and extinction of deto-
nation waves. The cases in Table I are also marked in Fig. 3. Moreover,
the purely gaseous detonation in stoichiometric H2/air mixture, case h,
is also simulated as a reference case.

B. Reaction zone structure of detonation in water
mists

Figure 4 shows the instantaneous pressure, temperature, and heat
release rate from case b2 (z¼ 0.31 and d0d ¼ 10lm). It is shown that
the DW can stably propagate in the two-phase section with multiple
transverse waves and detonation heads. Due to droplet evaporation,
the gas temperature is reduced to about 1600K at around
x¼ 0.224–0.26m, different from purely gaseous detonation.17,54 Heat
release mainly occurs behind the leading shock front (SF) and trans-
verse wave (TW). In addition, compared with droplet-free case (see
Sec. D of the Supplementary Document), spray detonations have
weaker intensity of leading shock front, featured by generally lower
peak pressure around TW and TP, lower temperature behind the SF,
and smaller heat release rate behind the incident waves (IW). Figure 5

FIG. 3. Diagram of two-phase detonation propagation and extinction. YH2O: water
vapor mass fraction when all the droplets are vaporized. The cases with 0 lm have
fully vaporized water with the corresponding mass loading.

TABLE I. Selected simulation cases.

Case Mass loading z
Diameter
d0d/lm

Two-phase mixture
(H2/air + water droplets)

a 0.155 10
b 1 0.31 5

2 10
3 15

c 0.465 10
d 0.545
e 0.62
f 0.775
g 0.93

Purely gaseous
mixture (H2/air)

h � � � � � �

FIG. 4. Distributions of (a) pressure, (b) temperature, and (c) heat release rate in
the two-phase section. Results from case b2: z¼ 0.31 and d0d ¼ 10 lm.
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shows the enlarged view of the detonation front cellular structure cor-
responding to the dashed box in Fig. 4. One can see from Fig. 5(a) that
the Mach stems (MS), incident waves (IW), TW, and primary/second-
ary triple points (TP1/TP2) are captured. As marked in Fig. 5(b), the
primary and secondary jet flows (JF1 and JF2) are also predicted,
which are, respectively, generated through Richtmyer–Meshkov insta-
bility (RMI)55 and collision between the neighboring triple points.
Pockets of the unreacted gas escape from the main detonation front
after the collision of two triple points, as marked in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c).

Moreover, the temperature and heat release rate (HRR) behind
the MS are much higher than that behind the IW. Decoupling between
the reaction front (RF) and IW can be seen, which further produces
the double Mach structure,56 as indicated in Fig. 5(c) and the inset.
The detailed thermochemical states behind the MS and IW will be fur-
ther interpreted with CEMA in Sec. VB.

Figure 6 shows the distributions of instantaneous diameter dd ,
evaporation rate _md and temperature Td for Lagrangian water drop-
lets, corresponding to the same instant as in Figs. 4 and 5. The details
inside the dashed box are shown in Fig. 7. To describe the droplet
evaporating zone, two characteristic locations are denoted in Fig. 6,
that is, evaporation onset front (EOF) and end of two-phase section
(ETS). In our analysis, EOF corresponds to a location where the local
droplet evaporation rate is larger than 1� 10−9 kg/s, while the end of
two-phase section (ETS) is the contact surface between the purely gas-
eous and two-phase mixtures.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the droplet diameter before the DW
remain almost unchanged (10lm), due to limited evaporation. There
is negligible droplet evaporation between SF and RF for Mach stem
and incident wave alike, as shown in Fig. 7(a). This can also be con-
firmed in Fig. 8, through which one can see that the mass fractions of
O2 and H2 and local equivalence ratio in the induction zones are
almost the same as those in the initial gas. Moreover, near the EOF,
the droplet diameter slightly increases by roughly 1% due to the drop-
let expansion [also shown in Fig. 7(a)]. This is caused by elevated

droplet temperature [Figs. 6(c) and 7(c)], due to slight droplet density
reduction [see Eq. (12)]. Since the mass of the individual droplet is
almost not changed, the droplet volume (hence diameter) slightly
increases.

Although the gas temperature immediately behind the MS is
much higher than that behind the IW, nevertheless, the droplet heat-
ing takes a finitely long distance behind both shock waves, as demon-
strated in Fig. 7(c). In this case, the distance between the DW and

FIG. 5. Close-up view of detonation frontal structure in the dashed box in Fig. 4: (a) pressure, (b) temperature, and (c) heat release rate. Results from case b2: z¼ 0.31 and
d0d ¼ 10 lm.

FIG. 6. Distributions of Lagrangian water droplets colored with instantaneous (a)
diameter, (b) evaporation rate, and (c) temperature. Results from case b2: z¼ 0.31
and d0d ¼ 10 lm.
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EOF is about 5mm, which is smaller than the counterpart result
(about 10mm) in C2H4/air detonation in water sprays.17 This is rea-
sonable because larger droplet diameter (15.9lm) is considered in Ref.
17, and hence, longer droplet heating period is expected. The droplet
temperature is increased to 440K around the EOF and strong droplet
evaporation then occurs. Note that the heated droplets mainly exist
behind the Reaction Front (RF in Fig. 7) where pronounced heat
release occurs. The evaporation continues in the post-detonation area
[see Fig. 6(b)], although the evaporation rate slightly decreases further
downstream. This may be associated with the lower gas and water
droplet temperatures, as demonstrated in Figs. 4(b) and 6(c).

C. Droplet mass loading effects

To demonstrate the influences of water spray mass loading on
H2/air detonations, numerical soot foils are demonstrated in Fig. 9,
which are recorded from the trajectory of maximum pressure location

when the DW propagates in the two-phase section. It is known that
these tracks are closely associated with the triple points on the detona-
tion front and the cell apexes are the loci of triple point collision.57

Gaseous detonation, case h, is also included in Fig. 9(h) for compari-
son. It can be observed that the presence of water droplets consider-
ably changes the peak pressure trajectories of stoichiometric H2/air
detonations. Note that the DWs cannot stably propagates if the water
sprays are fully gasified in case a–g, as presented in Fig. 3, and the
numerical soot foil, for example, from z¼ 0.31 shown in Fig. 9(i). As a
gas-only case, Fig. 9(i) with fully gasified water has a water loading of
0.31. The value of YH2O indicated near that figure is the mass fraction
of water vapor (gas phase). In addition, in the upstream of the two-
phase section, the cells of cases a–c increase with mass loading, that is,
5.9, 7.3, and 8.9mm, which are higher than that in case h (5.2mm).
This tendency is also observed in C2H4/air/water sprays experiments
by Jarsal�e et al.16 In general, the cell width is proportional to the induc-
tion length,58–60 which may increase due to stronger evaporating cool-
ing and/or momentum exchange as z increases. Moreover, this spatial
variation of the cells is not reported by Watanabe et al.17 in their simu-
lations of the C2H4/air detonations in water sprays. It may be related
to the higher reduced activation energy of hydrogen/air mixture.
Furthermore, in cases a–c, the leading shock wave propagation speed
within one cell varies from 0.4 and 1.4 of the C–J velocity, and these
deviations are close to those in gaseous detonations.58,61,62

Two striking features emerge due to the movement of triple
points (indicated by the white arrows in Fig. 9): merged trajectory in
Fig. 9(a) and re-amplification of the new triple points in Figs. 9(b) and
9(c). The latter is also observed in the simulations of gaseous detona-
tion propagation in channels with porous walls and is attributed to the
interactions of transverse wave with different intensities.63 However,
transition into the single head mode is not seen in our results, different
from the observations from ethylene/air detonation in water sprays.16

For the cases d–g, the DW propagates a distance in the two-
phase section, and then, the leading shock front and reaction front
decouples. This is characterized by the quickly reduced peak pressure
and therefore faded trajectories in Figs. 9(d)–9(g). Moreover, when the
mass loading increases, the detonation extinction occurs earlier.

FIG. 7. Close-up view of the Lagrangian droplets in the dashed box in Fig. 6: (a) diameter, (b) evaporation rate, and (c) temperature. Results from case b2: z¼ 0.31 and d0d¼ 10lm.

FIG. 8. Spatial distributions of local equivalence ratio and species mass fractions
between RF and SF: (a) Mach stem and (b) incident wave. Results extracted from
yellow lines in Fig. 7(b).
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Figure 10 further quantifies the detonation extinction process
through the time evolutions of averaged HRR in the corresponding
cases in Fig. 9. They are compiled from the two-phase section
(x¼ 0.2–0.3m). The detonation wave enters the two-phase section at
about 122 ls. For cases a and b, the averaged HRR fluctuates regularly
and is similar to that of pure gas case h. The periodic variations of heat
release rate arise from the collisions between transverse waves and tri-
ple points.64 However, in case c, when t> 160 ls, the HRR gradually
increases, which is due to the collisions of the triple points, leading to a
new re-amplified one. Their average leading shock speed decreases
from 0.92 to 0.83DCJ, as shown in Fig. 3. For the DW extinction cases
(d–g), the heat release gradually decreases. This indicates the global
detonation extinction, without any re-initiation.

D. Droplet size effects

Figure 11 shows the numerical soot foils of hydrogen/air detona-
tions with initial water droplet diameters of 5, 10, and 15lm (i.e., b1,

b2 and b3, respectively, in Table I). The water mass loading is fixed to
be z¼ 0.31. The reader is reminded that Fig. 11(b) is the same as that
in Fig. 9(b). The DW is decoupled after propagating a distance in
water sprays with d0d ¼ 5lm. Therefore, the cellular structure in
Fig. 11(a) is different from those in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c). For stable
detonations, the average cell size in Fig. 11(b) is larger than that in
Fig. 11(c) in the second half of the two-phase section. At the same
mass loading, smaller droplets indicate large droplet number, and
therefore, foregoing influences are more pronounced. Meanwhile,
smaller droplets have shorter relaxation time and larger total surface
area, either of which may promote the two-phase interaction.

Potted in Fig. 12 are the time evolutions of volume-averaged
HRR from three cases in Fig. 11. It is observed that the HRR fluctuates
when d0d¼ 10 and 15lm. Since triple-point re-amplification is not
seen when d0d¼ 15lm, elevation of HRR at a later stage of DW propa-
gation does not occur at the after 155 ls. Their averaged shock speeds,

FIG. 9. Numerical smoked foils of (h–i) gaseous and (a–g) two-phase detonations
with different mass loadings.

FIG. 10. Temporal evolution of volume-averaged heat release rate in pure gas and
two-phase detonations with different mass loadings (d0d ¼ 10 lm).

FIG. 11. Numerical smoked foils of two-phase detonations with three droplet diam-
eters: (a) 5 lm, (b) 10 lm, and (c) 15 lm. z¼ 0.31.
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respectively, correspond to about 86.2% and 89% of the C-J speed DCJ

in droplet-free mixture. However, when d0d ¼ 5lm, the DW fails with
continuously reduced HRR in Fig. 12.

V. DISCUSSION
A. Detonation extinction transient

It can be seen from Figs. 3, 9, and 11 that when the water mass
loading is large or sprayed droplet size is small, hydrogen detonation
extinction occurs. In this section, the unsteady detonation extinction
process in case e will be further analyzed. Figure 13 shows the time
evolutions of gas temperature, water droplet evaporation rate, and
water droplet temperature during the detonation extinction process.
Note that Lagrangian droplets are visualized in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c).
The DW stably propagates at 142 ls. At 151 ls, partial extinction
behind the leading SF can be seen, characterized by the increased dis-
tance between the SF and RF at most locations of the leading front.
The SF and RF are completely decoupled at 160 ls. Meanwhile, one
can see from Figs. 13(b) and 13(c) that generally the length of the
shocked two-phase section (between SF and ETS) increases when the

DW is gradually weakened. ETS is a critical location demarcating the
droplet-laden and droplet-free areas. Due to the spatial delay of the RF
relative to the SF, it takes longer for the water droplets to be heated
and the evaporation becomes weaker behind the EOF. The two-phase
heat exchange further weakens the deflagrative combustion in the
shocked hydrogen/air mixtures.

The evolutions of detailed frontal structure in the foregoing
extinction process are further illustrated in Fig. 14. It is found that at
149 ls a series of Mach stems (e.g., MS0, MS1, and MS2) exist. As the
two triple points of MS1 and MS2 move toward each other, their colli-
sion produces the third Mach stem (MS3) at 151 ls. However, no
chemical reactions proceed at these two triple points, and meanwhile,
their pressure superposition does not induce chemical reactions
behind MS3. A jet flow, JF1, is generated behind MS3 at 152.5 ls.
However, this cold jet does not initiate a detonation. When
t¼ 149–152.5 ls, MS0 is still followed by considerable heat release. At
154 ls, however, decoupling of reaction front and lower part of lead-
ing shock begins. A new Mach stem, MS4, is produced by the interac-
tion of MS3 and the lower one. Finally, after t¼ 157 ls, the RF is fully
decoupled from the leading SF. Their distance gradually increases, and
no detonation initiation is seen.

The profiles of temperatures, velocities, heat release rate, and
mass fractions of main species at 142, 151, and 160 ls are depicted in
Fig. 15. Note that these quantities are obtained through density-
weighted averaging along the y-direction. When the SF and RF are
gradually decoupled, the gas temperature decreases. Moreover, the
droplet temperature distributions are almost not affected. The average
gas velocity grows quickly due to the arrival of the SF and decreases to
low values after about 30–40mm after the SF, due to momentum
exchange with the droplet phase. Also, the peak value is gradually
reduced from 142 to 160 ls. The droplet velocity slightly increases and
is close to that of the gas velocity at around x0–20mm. Afterward,

FIG. 13. Evolution of the detonation front in three instants: (a) gas temperature, (b) droplet evaporation rate, and (c) droplet temperature. Results from case e with z¼ 0.62.

FIG. 12. Temporal evolution of volume-averaged heat release rate with three drop-
let diameters: (a) 5lm, (b) 10lm, and (c) 15 lm. z¼ 0.31.
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because of the finite momentum relaxation time, the droplet velocities
are even higher than the decaying gas velocities. As such, interphase
temperature and velocity equilibria behind the DW are not reached.
When the detonation is quenched, the heat release decays quickly,
although the length of reaction zone shows limited change (about
10mm). The H2O mass fraction increases when the DW propagates
forward although it is gradually weakened, due to more evaporating
droplets behind the SF. However, HO2 and H2O2 mass fractions
decrease because of the weakened gas reactions. The chemical species
contributions of the DWwill be analyzed in Sec. VB with CEMA.

B. Chemical explosion mode in gaseous detonation

In this section, CEMA20,21,65–68 is used to quantify critical gas
phase chemical feature in detonations. It has been proven a reliable
tool to identify the critical combustion phenomena.20,21,69,70 The dif-
ferential equations for a spatially homogeneous reaction system read

dy
dt

¼ x yð Þ; (30)

where y represents the vector of temperature and species mass frac-
tions. x yð Þ is the chemical source term. In CEMA, eigen-analysis of
the local chemical Jacobian is performed:

dx
dt

¼ Jx � x yð Þ; Jx ¼ @x

@y
; (31)

where Jx is the Jacobian matrix of the chemical source term x. The
eigenmode of the Jacobian matrix associated with the eigenvalues of
Jx, that is, ke ¼ be Jx ae, is defined as a chemical explosive mode
(CEM) when the real part of ke is greater than zero, that is, Re(ke)> 0.

It should be highlighted that Re(ke) corresponds to the reciprocal
timescale of the explosion schem:

20 Here, ae and be are, respectively, the
right and left eigenvectors associated with the CEM. Note that CEM is
a chemical property of local gaseous mixture and indicates the propen-
sity of ignition when the mixture is isolated (constant volume, adia-
batic, and droplet-free).20 Re(ke)> 0 means that the mixture can
autoignite, while Re(ke) < 0 means that it is burnt or fails to autoignite.
The condition of Re(ke)¼ 0 therefore separates the CEM region and
post-combustion or inert mixing one. Moreover, the contributions of
temperature or species to the CEM can be evaluated through the
explosion index (EI)71

EI ¼ jae � bTe jP jae � bTe j
; (32)

where “�” denotes element-wise multiplication of two vectors.
Figure 16 shows the spatial evolutions of kCEM � sign Re keð Þ½ � �

log10 1þ Re keð Þ�� ��h i
at 142, 151, and 160 ls in case e, corresponding

to the same instants in Fig. 13. For better illustration, only CEM with
positive kCEM is shown. It is found that CEM exists between the SF
and RF. This suggests that the local gaseous mixture is highly explo-
sive. In addition, at 142 ls, the CEM behind the IW and MS is differ-
ent. For the former, in the induction zone, finite value of kCEM can
only be seen immediately ahead of the RF, corresponding to the short
chemical timescale schem and hence strong reactivity. However, higher
kCEM (hence low schem) exists in the entire induction zone between the
RF and MS. In this sense, the mixture behind the MS is intrinsically
more explosive than behind the IW. At 151 ls, with increased local-
ized detonation extinctions along the DW, the CEM is more

FIG. 14. Evolution of gas temperature during a detonation extinction process.
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distributed as more part of RFs are decoupled from the SF. At 160 ls,
the RF is fully decoupled from the SF, and low values of kCEM domi-
nate between the RF and SF, although the high kCEM are still seen near
the RF. This implies that the chemical explosion propensity of the
shocked gas is further reduced at 160 ls.

Figure 17 presents the spatial distributions of EIs for temperature
and radicals, which are involved non-trivially in CEM. At 142 ls, the
contributions from temperature are generally important between the
RF and SF. Nevertheless, at 151 and 160 ls, the EIs of radicals, such as
HO2 and H2O2, increase immediately behind the SF. It has been sug-
gested that the local chemical reaction is dominated by chain-
branching reactions if the radical EI is high, while it is dominated by
thermal runaway if temperature plays a more important role.20

Therefore, at 142 ls with stable detonations, thermal runaway pro-
ceeds behind the SF. Nevertheless, at 151 and 160 ls, respectively,
with partial and global extinctions, most of the mixture in the induc-
tion zone is shown to have the propensity to autoignite.

Quantitative comparisons of temperature/species EIs in Fig. 17
are presented in Figs. 18(a)–18(d), which, respectively, correspond to
four loci marked by the short lines 1–4 in Fig. 17(a). For each figure,
the left (right) end of the x-axis is RF (SF), and therefore, the EI varia-
tions inside the induction zone are visualized. Meanwhile, the evolu-
tions of the chemical timescale schem in the above-mentioned four
locations are demonstrated in Fig. 19. As observed in Fig. 18(a), behind
the MS, the CEM is dominant by thermal runaway process in the
induction zone and the chemical timescale schem is relatively uniform
(see Fig. 19). However, behind the IW [Fig. 18(b)], the EIs of the radical
species and temperature alternate behind the SF. This is also observed
in the chemical propensity within the induction zone of the pulsating
n-heptane detonations.69 Specifically, at x > xTR1 ¼ 254.08mm and

FIG. 16. Distributions of the CEM in a detonation extinction process. Results from
case e: d0d ¼ 10 lm and z¼ 0.62. Rightmost lines: shock front (SF); the rest iso-
lines: reaction front (RF); autoignition: AI.

FIG. 15. Spatial distributions of temperature, velocity, heat release rate, and mass fractions of main species at three instants corresponding to Fig. 13. x0: the location of reac-
tion front.
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x < xTR2 ¼ 253.96mm, thermal runaway occurs (temperature EI is
largest). However, in between, H2O2 shows the highest contributions
toward the autoignition-dominated CEM. The chemical timescale con-
siderably decreases to 1 ls near the RF, as seen in Fig. 19. In Fig. 18(c),
the region with thermal runaway CEM is considerably reduced and
autoignition CEM is present at x > xTR3 ¼ 266.64mm. For most of
the induction zone (x > xTR3), schem varies between 0.01 and 10 ls. In
Fig. 18(d) in which complete RF/SF decoupling occurs, the thermal
runaway region (x < xTR5 ¼ 278.54mm) is further reduced.

Interestingly, the region with Re(ke) < 0 in Figs. 18(d) and 19 is
the localized burned island near the RF and surrounded by the mix-
ture with autoignition CEM, as marked with “AI” in Fig. 16. This is
caused by the continuously increased induction zone length between
the RF and SF in detonation extinction process, which indicates a

longer residence time of the explosive mixture in the shocked area. In
addition, radical back diffusion from the RF may also promote the
onset of localized AI spots. However, probably due to considerably
reduced gas temperature (<1200K, see Fig. 13) in the induction zone,
further development of these AI spots into reaction front propagation
toward the leading SF is not observed. This is different from the evolu-
tions of local explosions ahead of the traveling RF in one-dimensional
n-heptane/air detonations, which induces periodic coupling of the SF
and RF and hence pulsating detonations.69 Beyond 160 ls, the AI
spots are further extended along the spanwise direction before the RF,
which may further weaken the RF propagation due to partial reaction
of the mixture before the SF.

C. Interaction between detonation and water sprays

To clarify the effects of fine water sprays on hydrogen detonation,
interphase exchange of mass, momentum, and energy will be dis-
cussed in this section. The density-weighted average interphase trans-
fer rates [Smass, Smom and Senergy in Eqs. (26)–(28)] are presented in
Fig. 20. A positive mass (energy and momentum) transfer rate indi-
cates that the transfer from liquid (gas) phase to gas (liquid) phase. To
explore the water mass loading effects, four cases with stable deto-
nation propagation (z¼ 0.031–0.465) are first studied. The results in
Fig. 20 correspond to an instant when the DWs lie at the end of the
two-phase section (x0 ¼ 0.28m). In general, the transfer rates increase
with the water droplet mass loading. Note that although the magni-
tudes of momentum exchange are rapidly reduced after the SF, kine-
matic equilibrium is not reached in the detonated gas and at about
x0–20mm momentum transfer rate becomes negative, indicating that
the momentum transfers from the droplet phase to gas phase. This
can be seen clearly in the inset of Fig. 20(c) and is also unveiled from
the velocity profiles in Fig. 15. For the role of momentum transfer,
drag force is expected to have more direct influence on the detonation
wave, while the force associated with droplet evaporation can be negli-
gible (See Fig. S15 of the supplementary material).

It can be observed that energy and momentum exchanges start
immediately at x0 (i.e., SF), but pronounced mass transfer (i.e., droplet
evaporation) occurs at x0–5mm, well behind both SF and RF.
Consequently, the energy and/or momentum transfer (convective heat
transfer and/or drag force) are expected to have more direct influence
on the RF and SF than the mass transfer (water vapor addition and
evaporative cooling). As demonstrated in Fig. 21, when the leading
shock propagates in the two-phase area, the shock intensity gradually
reduced, mainly due to the weakened coupling between RF and SF.
Moreover, at the same location, the leading shock propagation speeds
are monotonically reduced when the mass loading z become greater.
Furthermore, since there is limited droplet evaporation ahead of RF,
chemical reaction in the induction zone is mainly affected by momen-
tum exchange and convective heat transfer between the gas and water
sprays. Furthermore, the averaged energy transfer rate further
increases when the droplet evaporation becomes strong at around
x0–10mm, due to the absorption of the latent heat. For the role of
energy transfer [see Eq. (28)], convective heat transfer is much more
important than water vapor enthalpy. Therefore, although mass trans-
fer occurs after the RF, however, it can still indirectly weaken the gas
temperature around the RF through heat conduction. This can also be
observed in Figs. 15.

FIG. 17. Distributions of EIs of (a) temperature, (b) HO2, and (c) H2O2 in a detona-
tion extinction process. Results from case e: d0d ¼ 10 lm and z¼ 0.62. Rightmost
lines: shock front (SF); the rest isolines: reaction fronts (RF). Lines 1–4: locations
of EI profiles in Fig. 18.
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The interphase transfer rates in stable detonations subject to dif-
ferent droplet mass loadings and droplet diameters are demonstrated
in Fig. 22, which correspond to one instant of stable DWs in Fig. 3.
They are averaged between the SF and shock-frame sonic plane (SP),72

and the same strategy is also implemented for Figs. 23 and 26. One
can see from Fig. 22 that for the same droplet size (e.g., 10lm), the
rates of mass, energy, and momentum increase with the water mass
loading. Moreover, under the same mass loading (e.g., 0.1), the smaller
the droplet size, the larger the interphase exchange rates. However, ini-
tial droplet size has less influence on the momentum transfer rate
when the mass loading is varied from 0.031 to 0.155. When it increases
from 0.31 to 0.465, larger difference of the momentum transfer rates is
clearly observed.

The evolutions of averaged interphase transfer rates and HRR in
detonation extinction process (case e) are shown in Fig. 23. For com-
parison, the counterpart results from a stable detonation case (case b2)
are also presented. Note that HRR is calculated based on the two-
phase section. One can see from Fig. 23(a) that the momentum and
energy transfer rates instantly increase when the DW enters the

two-phase section. This is because more water droplets are involved as
the DW travels forward. Thereafter, interphase transfer rates and HRR
in Fig. 23(a) are reduced with the propagation time due to the RF/SF
decoupling. The evaporation rate in the extinction case (a) peaks at
0.153ms because SP is generally extended further downstream.

FIG. 18. Spatial distributions of EIs: (a) and (b) 142 ls, (c) 151 ls, and (d) 160 ls in a detonation 617 extinction process along the lines 1–4 in Fig. 17(a). Red dots: transition
loci for thermal runaway 618 and radical explosion.

FIG. 19. Spatial distributions of chemical timescale within the induction zone.
Dashed line: timescale estimated from induction zone length divided by
Chapman–Jouguet speed. x¼ 0: reaction front; x¼ 1.0: shock front.

FIG. 20. Profiles of averaged transfer rates of (a) mass, (b) energy, and (c)
momentum with various mass loadings. d0d ¼ 10lm. x0: leading shock front. RF:
reaction front.
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These are different from the results of the stable detonation in Fig. 23(b)
in which the relatively constant, albeit fluctuating, HRR and momen-
tum and energy transfer rates are observable. However, obvious delay
(about 5 ls) of mass transfer can be found in both cases. The slight
reduction of averaged mass transfer (about 0.16ms) is caused by
fewer evaporating droplets in the reduced distance between sonic
plane and leading shock wave.

Figure 24 further shows the coupling between the DWs and local
water sprays in cases e and b2. They are averaged from the domain
with full width and 5mm thickness centering at the RF, thereby cover-
ing the RF–SF complex. For both cases, the mass transfer rate is almost
zero because the droplet temperatures are still low and this domain
lies before the EOF. The energy and momentum transfer rates are
almost constant when the detonation is stable, indicating the overall
balance between the RF–SF complex and water droplets. However,
monotonic decrease in the two rates starts at around 123 ls, much ear-
lier than those from the counterpart results when the entire domain is
considered.

To further clarify the effects of water droplets on detonation
extinction, numerical experiments are performed through switching
off the respective models for the two-phase interactions. They are

based on case e. As tabulated in Table II, e1 considers interphase
momentum and energy exchanges (excluding droplet evaporation and
latent heat absorption), while e2 only includes momentum exchange.
The case e2 aims to isolate the kinematic effects of drag force only.
The time histories of averaged HRR based on the whole two-phase
section from these cases are illustrated in Fig. 25. It is observed that
interphase coupling appreciably affects the DW propagation and their
influences become pronounced at 135 ls (about 13 ls after the DW is
transmitted in the water sprays).

As discussed in Sec. VA, the DW in case e is fully extinguished.
When the evaporation model is disabled in e1, global extinction is not

FIG. 21. Non-dimensional propagation velocity with various mass loadings. d0d ¼
10 lm.

FIG. 22. Averaged interphase transfer rates of (a) mass, (b) energy, and (c)
momentum as functions of droplet mass loading and diameter.

FIG. 23. Time history of averaged interphase transfer rates and combustion HRR
with mass loading of (a) 0.62 and (b) 0.31. d0d ¼ 10lm.

FIG. 24. Time history of volume-averaged interphase transfer rates near the reac-
tion front with mass loading of (a) 0.62 and (b) 0.31. d0d ¼ 10lm.
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seen. Conversely, the DW gradually experiences severe localized
decoupling between SF and RF and the intensity of the SF is reduced
(see Figs. S17 and S18 in the supplementary material). However, at
about 145 ls, a localized ignition spot occurs behind the leading SF,
which subsequently evolves into a detonation wave. This corresponds
to increased HRR after 150 ls and makes it deviate from the HRR his-
tory of case e, as seen from Fig. 25. It is well known that detonation
initiation is a stochastic phenomenon, and small perturbation in the
gaseous mixture may favorably induce detonation initiation and devel-
opment.73 In spray detonations, modulation of the local thermochemi-
cal states by dispersed droplets may lead to the stochasticity of hot
spot. Moreover, in case e2 only with momentum exchange, similar
localized DW extinctions are observable (Fig. S18 in the supplemen-
tary material). However, no hot spots are formed, and hence, the aver-
aged HRR in Fig. 25 continuously decreases.

Figure 26 further shows the momentum and energy transfer rates
in the three cases. The momentum transfer rate between gas and
(non-evaporating/non-heated) droplets in e2 is lower than those in e1
after 160 ls. This is because the averaged post-shock pressures are
lower in cases e2. This can be confirmed in Fig. S16 of supplementary
material. This corresponds to smaller gas velocities behind SF in case
e2 and hence lower interphase momentum exchange. Both momen-
tum and energy exchange in e1 increase after 155 ls due to the deto-
nation development from a hot spot, as discussed in Fig. 25. Overall,
the roles of the interphase coupling of energy and mass in hydrogen
detonation inhibition can be further confirmed through the foregoing
numerical experiments. This is different from the observations in Refs.
12 and 13 in which the momentum extraction from the gas phase is
highlighted. This may be because relatively large water droplets are
considered in their work, as indicated in Fig. 1. However, the reader
should be reminded that the mass, momentum, and energy effects in
two-phase reacting flows can be affected by each other, and they are
not isolated. For instance, in case e1 and e2, although their ostensible
difference is that e2 does not consider heat transfer, however, their

momentum transfer is not the same as well, as clearly shown in Fig. 26.
Therefore, we would acknowledge that, from these tests, only indicative
conclusions can be made.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Extinction of two-dimensional hydrogen/air detonations in fine
water sprays is computationally studied with a hybrid
Eulerian–Lagrangian method considering two-way gas–liquid cou-
pling. A detonation extinction map parameterized by water droplet
size and mass loading is predicted and shows whether the gaseous det-
onation can stably propagate in water mists depends on the water
mass loading and initial droplet size.

General features of gas phase and liquid droplets, and detailed
detonation structures are well captured. The influence of water droplet
mass loading on the hydrogen detonation is examined by the trajecto-
ries of peak pressure, and the numerical results indicate that the
increased mass loading leads to detonation extinction. Meanwhile, the
larger the mass loading, the earlier the extinction occurs in the two-
phase section. Furthermore, smaller water droplet size would also lead
to extinction of the detonation waves.

Detonation extinction analysis is performed with the evolutions
of detonation frontal structure, the spatial distribution of thermo-
chemical variables, and interphase transfer rates. It is shown that the
droplets need longer time to be heated, and the evaporation becomes
weaker behind the EOF due to the spatial delay of the RF relative to
the SF. No chemical reactions proceed at these triple points, and
meanwhile, their pressure superposition does not induce chemical
reactions behind MS. The distributions of temperature and velocity
indicate that interphase temperature and velocity equilibria behind the
DW are not reached due to the spatially varying gas properties and
droplet relaxation time behind the leading shock. In detonation extinc-
tion process, heat release and HO2/H2O2 mass fractions are reduced,
while H2O mass fraction increases. Moreover, the detailed information
of the chemical reaction in the detonation extinction process is ana-
lyzed with the chemical explosive mode analysis. The analysis con-
firms that the shocked gas in the induction zone is highly explosive.

FIG. 26. Transfer rates of (a) momentum and (b) energy between SF and shock-
frame SP. (z¼ 0.62 and d0d ¼ 10lm).

TABLE II. Numerical experiments for interactions between detonation wave and
water droplets.

Case
Drag
force

Convective heat
transfer

Droplet evaporation and
latent heat absorption

e H H H
e1 H H 3

e2 H 3 3

FIG. 25. Time history of volume-averaged heat release rate: effects of mass,
momentum, and energy transfer (z¼ 0.62 and d0d ¼ 10lm).
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For stable detonations, thermal runaway dominates CEM behind the
Mach stem, whereas for those behind the incident wave, autoignition
and temperature play alternately dominant roles. When the induction
zone increases as the reaction front and shock front are decoupled,
localized burned pockets surrounded by the autoignition CEM can be
observed.

In addition, the interactions between the detonation wave and
water droplets are discussed. The energy and momentum transfer
would have stronger influence on the shock front and reaction front
than the mass transfer, which starts well behind the detonation wave.
It is also found that the interphase exchange rates increase with the
water mass loading. Under the same mass loading, the smaller the
droplet size, the larger the interphase transfer rates. Moreover, high
energy and mass transfer rates are observed at the onset of detonation
extinction, and they gradually decrease when the reaction and detona-
tion fronts are decoupled.

In this work, only stoichiometric hydrogen/air mixture is consid-
ered. However, for fuel-lean or fuel-rich mixtures, detonation cell size
increases considerably,74 which demonstrates stronger detonation insta-
bilities. How they respond to fine water droplets merits further study.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the sensitivity analysis about
mesh resolution, droplet resolution, and sub-models for two-phase
flow modeling.
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